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2.2.2.2. EEEEXECUTIVE SUMMARYXECUTIVE SUMMARYXECUTIVE SUMMARYXECUTIVE SUMMARY    

The International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH) is a small association that is not required 

to have a statutory audit or file statutory accounts in its country of incorporation, Belgium.    

This financial health check was designed to meet the Board’s request for an occasional (once every 

4-years) audit of AIPH.   

AIPH requested Paul Basham Consulting carry out a set of independent audit-tests on particular areas of 

its financial operations and records for the year to 31 December 2018.  These tests are called “Agreed 

Upon Procedures.”  The procedures were agreed with the AIPH Executive Committee and they are set 

out at Appendix A.   

Field work was carried out on behalf of Paul Basham Consulting by Asad Shah ACCA, member of the 

Association of Chartered and Certified Accountants, on 29 July 2019 and the field work report is 

attached at Appendix B.   

No significant concerns were identified by Mr Shah on completion of the ‘audit tests’.  However, the 

report makes some suggestions for consideration to address points highlighted during the inspection.  

It is important to note that the work was limited in scope and was not a statutory audit, hence no 

opinion is given on the financial statements or records as a whole.  Agreed Upon Procedures only report 

on fact, not opinion, so readers of this report must draw their own conclusions from Appendix B and 

bear in mind the limited scope of the procedures.  

During the course of our work we did identify two issues outside of the scope of the ‘audit-tests’ that 

are significant: 

- AIPH has effectively grown into a permanent establishment (branch) in the UK and should 

register with the UK registry called Companies House.  Once registered as a branch, AIPH will 

need to file corporation tax returns for the UK branch.  I recommend AIPH takes further tax 

advice from a larger UK accounting firm.   

 

- AIPH has grown in 2018 and now appears to breach the micro-company thresholds in Belgium.  

This probably creates additional reporting requirements (e.g. statutory filing of accounts) in 

Belgium.  However, I am not a Belgian accountant, so I recommend AIPH takes further advice 

from its Belgian advisers SBB Accountants & Adviseurs.  

3.3.3.3. IIIINTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTIONNTRODUCTION    

AIPH is an International Non-Profit Association (NPA) registered in Belgium.  AIPH is a small organization 

and as such it benefits from administrative easements and filing exemptions: it is a micro-entity that is 

not required to have a statutory audit or file statutory accounts, simply an annual tax return.  It is 

advised in Belgium by SBB Accountants & Adviseurs.  
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Most of AIPH’s operations are now in the UK.  Each year, AIPH’s UK accountant, Kirkpatrick and Hopes 

prepares management accounts that are delivered to members at AGM along with an Assurance Review 

Statement to confirm that the accounts have been reviewed by a professional accountant and are of 

sufficient quality.  These management accounts are sent to the Belgian accountant to prepare the 

annual statutory tax return.  AIPH files VAT and payroll returns in the UK but does not have a registered 

presence in the UK so does not yet file UK corporation tax returns or annual accounts.   

AIPH’s charter (Article 23.1) only requires a statutory audit if the audit threshold is exceeded.  The 

threshold is not exceeded so AIPH charter (Article 23.3) delegates financial oversight to 

one or more supervisory members, for a period that it determines, who will be entrusted with overseeing 

the income and expenditure of the association. These supervisory members may also verify the accuracy 

of the inventories. They may examine all documents and records that are useful for the performance of 

their duties. 

In this capacity the Board proposed an audit of AIPH on a one-in-four-year cycle to keep costs 

proportionate.   

A statutory audit is carried out on statutory financial statements.  AIPH does not produce statutory 

financial statements in either Belgium or the UK, so in this context “audit” means a deeper look into the 

financial probity of AIPH rather than a statutory audit.  

The Board requested Paul Basham Consulting carry out a set of independent audit-tests on particular 

areas of AIPH’s financial operations and records for the year to 31 December 2018.  These tests are 

called “Agreed Upon Procedures.”  The procedures were agreed with the AIPH Executive Committee and 

they are set out in Appendix A.   

Field work was carried out on behalf of Paul Basham Consulting by Asad Shah ACCA, member of the 

Association of Chartered and Certified Accountants, on 29 July 2019 and the field work report is 

attached at Appendix B.   

The ‘audit-tests’ did not discover anything significant but during the course of our discussions with the 

Secretary General and the field work I have identified some areas worth bringing to your attention in 

this report.   

It is important to note that the work was limited in scope and was not a statutory audit, hence no 

opinion is given on the financial statements or records as a whole.  It should also be noted that the work 

was not designed specifically to detect fraud, although we would report any findings to you if we 

suspected or identified fraud during the course of our work.   

4.4.4.4. RRRRIIIISKSKSKSK    

AIPH does not currently have a Risk Register.  Introducing a Risk Register can: 

1) Help to provide the appropriate focus to shape Board conversation on risk 

2) Document what the business does to mitigate risk and encourage creative ways to mitigate it 

3) Identify gaps in risk management 
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4) Provide a clearly documented understanding of business risks 

Considering the international nature of its operations I recommend establishment of a Risk Register with 

an annual review cycle at Board.     

5.5.5.5. SSSSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMS    

AIPH uses Xero to manage its bookkeeping, VAT returns and payroll.   

AIPH uses Barclays and Rabobank internet banking to process payments.  AIPH also uses World First to 

reduce transaction costs moving between currencies. 

These are well known cloud-based systems and are a good flexible choice that require minimum IT 

support and offer maximum operational flexibility.   

Our visit identified minor opportunities to increase automation and improve efficiency.   

6.6.6.6. FFFFINANCIAL CONTROLSINANCIAL CONTROLSINANCIAL CONTROLSINANCIAL CONTROLS    

Controls are centralized through the Secretary General, with occasional reference to the President.  This 

seems appropriate for the size of business.   

AIPH should look to delegate authority where possible but should continue to use dual authorization 

where possible for cash payments.  As the business grows, weak or cumbersome controls may limit 

growth, so it is important to get them right and review regularly.   

Specific controls are discussed in the site visit findings at Appendix A.   

7.7.7.7. RRRREVENUEEVENUEEVENUEEVENUE    

Changes to the revenue model (licensing instead of a share of gate-fees) have had a positive effect.  The 

field visit noted the use of proper sales contracts to support revenue.   

With significant income from expos, AIPH must exercise care over revenue recognition (recognising 

revenue in the correct year).  In the samples tested a large invoice was credit-noted before year-end and 

raised in the following financial year.  AIPH will be allocating a proportion of this income to 2018 

income.       

8.8.8.8. CCCCREDIT CONTROLREDIT CONTROLREDIT CONTROLREDIT CONTROL    

Some of the items tested indicate that AIPH would benefit from a more rhythmic review of debtors and 

a credit control process, which would help cash flow.  

Debtors should be encouraged to use the invoice number as a payment reference.   
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9.9.9.9. PPPPURCHASESURCHASESURCHASESURCHASES,,,,    CREDITORS AND PCREDITORS AND PCREDITORS AND PCREDITORS AND PAYMEAYMEAYMEAYMENTNTNTNTSSSS    

The items tested indicate that purchases and payments are authorized appropriately by the Secretary 

General.   

Our tests found some minor irregularities around a duplicated direct debit payment, an overpayment 

and one invoice record that could not be found.  However, these were being addressed by AIPH. 

AIPH could make better use of Xero to streamline procurement and payment approval, in particular the 

use of purchase orders in Xero.  Specifically, our tests found an overpayment of c£5,000 was made.  No 

money was lost because the overpayment was offset against a later invoice from the same supplier but 

the use of purchase orders would help minimize errors.   

Invoice fraud is on the rise and AIPH should remain vigilant to new suppliers, changes of bank details 

and email communications requesting urgent payment.   

10.10.10.10. BBBBOOKKEEPINGOOKKEEPINGOOKKEEPINGOOKKEEPING    ((((GGGGENERAL LEDGERENERAL LEDGERENERAL LEDGERENERAL LEDGER))))    

The field visit took place in late July and it was noted that some financial records were still being entered 

or adjusted.  If there are statutory filing requirements in the UK and Belgium, from now on AIPH will 

need to operate a swifter close-down of its financial year-end.   

Review of year-end journal adjustments by a competent person would be helpful but can be challenging 

in a small business (for example, you would need two accountants).   

11.11.11.11. PPPPAYROLAYROLAYROLAYROLLLLL    

The employee payroll payments tested were traced back to employment contracts with no irregularities.     

12.12.12.12. CCCCOMPANIESOMPANIESOMPANIESOMPANIES    HHHHOUSEOUSEOUSEOUSE    

AIPH has effectively grown into a permanent establishment in the UK and should register with the UK 

registry called Companies House.   

AIPH will need to file UK branch tax returns.  I recommend AIPH takes further tax advice from a larger 

UK accounting firm.   

AIPH could consider establishing a UK subsidiary company to replace the UK branch.   

13.13.13.13. SSSSTATUTORY REPORTINGTATUTORY REPORTINGTATUTORY REPORTINGTATUTORY REPORTING    

The financial year-end is 31 December.   
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AIPH grew in 2018 and now appears to breach the micro-company thresholds in Belgium.  This probably 

creates additional reporting requirements (e.g. statutory filing of accounts) in Belgium.   

I recommend AIPH takes further advice from its Belgian advisers SBB Accountants & Adviseurs.  

Once registered as a UK branch AIPH will have statutory reporting requirements in the UK.  We will have 

greater clarity once the UK branch is registered.   

14.14.14.14. RRRRECOMMENDATIONSECOMMENDATIONSECOMMENDATIONSECOMMENDATIONS    

Recommendations and items for consideration are made throughout the report so for ease of reference 

they are summarized here: 

1) RISK:  

a) Establish a Risk Register and a 6 or 12-monthly review cycle at Board 

2) CREDIT CONTROL: 

a) Monthly review of aged debtors with a follow-up process 

3) SUPPLIER PAYMENT: 

a) Consider using Xero to raise purchase orders 

b) Consider using Xero to record invoice approval for payment 

4) GENERAL LEDGER/BOOKKEEPING 

a) Close the year-end more promptly and operate a cut-off date for ledger adjustments 

5) COMPANIES HOUSE: 

a) Register as a branch with Companies House in the UK 

b) Seek advice on the UK corporation tax implications of a UK branch 

c) Consider establishing a UK company as a 100% owned subsidiary of AIPH 

6) STATUTORY REPORTING: 

a) Seek advice from AIPH’s Belgian advisers SBB Accountants & Adviseurs on whether AIPH has 

new filing requirements in Belgium due to organizational growth 
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AAAAPPENDIX PPENDIX PPENDIX PPENDIX AAAA    ––––    AAAAGREED GREED GREED GREED UUUUPON PON PON PON PPPPROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURESROCEDURES    

(AUP)(AUP)(AUP)(AUP)    

I have set out below the Agreed Upon Procedures.  The output will be a factual report, 

including professional comment on the findings but not a formal “opinion” on the financial 

statements.   

In the table below I suggest some key areas for internal control testing.  The seven 

suggested tests check the recording accuracy of financial transactions.  

   

# Area Audit Test Reason for test 

1 Income  Test a sample of sales invoices through 
from contract to billing price charged 
and collection in the bank  
 

To test if sales are being 
recorded and amounts 
received accurately 

2 Debtors Test a sample of aged debtors from the 
aged debt reports for work done on 
recoverability 

To check existence and 
efficacy of procedures 
for recovery of 
outstanding debt 

3 Purchases Test a sample of large value 
transactions from the purchase ledger 
and trace back to the approved 
paperwork from the supplier 
 

To check authorisation 
controls around 
procurement 

4 Payments Test sample of payments, including 
supplier payments made via bank and 
trace it to the backing paperwork for 
authorisation 
 

To check existence and 
efficacy of procedures 
for payments 
authorisation 

5 Creditors Test a sample of aged creditors from 
aged creditors report to see if payment 
terms are being met 
 

To check there are no 
major outstanding 
creditors  

6 General Ledger Test a sample of journals from the 
systems report of all journals to see 
who has reviewed and authorised  

To check segregation of 
duties, errors, mis-
postings causing 
inaccuracy and 
inefficiency 
 

7 Payroll  Test a sample of payroll joiners and 
leavers traced back to the payroll 
payments  

To check no leaver is 
being paid in error and 
staff are being paid 
appropriately or any 
other anomalies 
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AAAAPPENDIX PPENDIX PPENDIX PPENDIX BBBB    ––––    AUPAUPAUPAUP    FINDINGS RFINDINGS RFINDINGS RFINDINGS REPORT EPORT EPORT EPORT 

YYYYEAREAREAREAR----ENDED ENDED ENDED ENDED 31313131    DDDDECEMBER ECEMBER ECEMBER ECEMBER 2018201820182018    

Field work report by Asad Shah, ACCA, 29 July 2019.  

In the table below we bring to your attention key findings which we have come across 

from our internal controls testing in the following areas. 

 

Area Audit Test Findings  Recommendations 
 

Income  Test a sample 
of sales 
invoices 
through from 
contract to 
billing price 
charged and 
collection in 
the bank.  

Selected seven sales invoices 
and traced it back to 
paperwork including 
regulations documents and 
evidence of financial 
guarantees. All invoices raised 
complied to the AIPH 
regulations and the financial 
guarantees and questionnaires 
from the customers.  

As the company grows, it’s 
advisable for AIPH to look 
into the robust system of 
raising sales orders 
attaching all the contracts 
and finance guarantee 
documents to it so all the 
documentation for sales 
exist in the central finance 
system. Currently some of 
the sales invoices are 
being tracked via a 
spreadsheet system, which 
could still run for 
monitoring and control of 
sales invoicing. 
  

Debtors Test a sample 
of aged 
debtors from 
the aged debt 
reports for 
work done on 
recoverability 

Selected seven accounts 
receivables and checked if the 
payment has been made, on 
two occasions the invoices 
were written off to be raised 
again, one in 2019 and one in 
2018, as there was a 
complexity of invoicing directly 
to one of the customers due to 
the requirement to register with 
tax authorities, therefore  
INV-0949 was written off and 
raised via Worldspan. 3 
debtors were paid after the 
year end, one receivable was 
cancelled, and a couple were 
still outstanding. 
 

The recoverability time on 
some debtors are quite 
long and some others are 
long outstanding so it’s 
advisable to have a debt 
control procedure in place 
to tackle this issue. There 
is also an issue on 
unidentifiable receipts from 
statistical yearbook sales, 
AIPH to encourage 
customers to provide a 
reference number when 
making a payment via a 
bank transfer. 
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Purchases Test a sample 
of large value 
transactions 
from the 
purchase 
ledger and 
trace it back to 
the approved 
supplier 
paperwork 

Selected seven purchase 
transactions and traced them 
back to the paperwork and 
appropriate authorisations 
evidence seen. All seven 
purchase transactions were for 
approved suppliers. 

It’s advisable to have an 
online invoice authorisation 
process in place supported 
by Xero, currently all 
invoices are being 
authorised via an email 
sent to the accounts 
payable person, this is not 
sustainable as the 
organisation grows. 
  

Payments Test sample of 
payments, 
including 
supplier 
payments 
made via bank 
and trace it to 
the backing 
paperwork for 
authorisation 

Selected 16 bank payments 
and traced them back to the 
original invoice and 
authorisation paperwork. One 
payment of £9085.01 was 
initially posted to the suspense 
account but then moved to the 
right account. 

All payments being 
deducted by a Direct Debit, 
should be taken off from 
the supplier payments 
ledger or tracked 
appropriately to avoid 
duplicated payments, as 
noticed one instance 
where a supplier was paid 
via a DD and then invoice 
was also paid causing 
duplication. 
  

Creditors Test a sample 
of aged 
creditors from 
aged creditors 
report to see if 
payment terms 
are being met 

Selected 6 transactions from 
the accounts payable report, 4 
of the payables were paid after 
the year end, one transaction 
was a payment for which no 
supplier (Atypisch) invoice 
existed on the ledger, Tim is 
looking into this. The other 
transaction for Qwerty was an 
overpayment however was 
adjusted to the future creditor 
invoices.  
  

AIPH could look into the 
process of raising a 
Purchase Order and 
matching invoices to them 
before payment, to have 
more control on purchasing 
and payment activities. 

General 
Ledger 

Test a sample 
of journals 
from the 
systems report 
of all journals 
to see who has 
reviewed and 
authorised  

Selected 20 transactions from 
the General Journal report, 
comprising of income 
adjustment, deferred income 
release, accruals release and 
prepayment release journals. 
Noticed some journals with a 
narrative of overpayment, 
however only one transaction 
was an actual overpayment 
and the others were copied on 
the narrative of overpayment in 
error. 

A lot of adjustments in 
relation to the year ended 
31 December 2018 have 
been made more recently, 
as noticed that a major 
adjustment of £326k was 
made to the income and 
some other credit notes 
were posted to adjust the 
balances. It would be 
advisable to make the 
year-end adjustments as 
soon as possible after the 
year end and close the 
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ledgers appropriately in a 
timely fashion. It is also 
advisable that someone 
reviews the journals before 
being posted in Xero to 
prevent and detect errors. 
  

Payroll  Test a sample 
of Payroll 
joiners and 
leavers traced 
back to the 
payroll 
payments  

Selected 4 employees payroll 
costs and traced back to the 
employee contracts. 

In the past there has been 
just a few employees at 
AIPH, however now there 
are 9 employees, therefore 
a more robust payroll 
reconciliation process 
would be better at each 
month end moving forward. 
  

 


